Duraamen provides this color chart for preliminary color selection only. Please refer to physical samples and/or on-site mock ups for final color selection.

Colorfast colors are compatible with any concrete microtopping / skim coat such as Skraffino, Pentimento, Uberdek, and more. Different micro toppings can give different shades of the same Colorfast color due to the difference in their formulations. Color variances can also occur due to differences in the cement hydration process.

Colorfast colors are suitable for interior and exterior use.

Note: Integrally coloring self-leveling concrete toppings like our Param products requires Colorfast color packs. Color packs are available via special order only. Contact a Duraamen representative to learn more.
Duraamen provides this color chart for preliminary color selection only. Please refer to physical samples and/or on-site mock ups for final color selection. Colorfast colors are compatible with any concrete microtopping / skim coat such as Skraffino, Pentimento, Uberdek, and more. Different micro toppings can give different shades of the same Colorfast color due to the difference in their formulations. Color variances can also occur due to differences in the cement hydration process. Colorfast colors are suitable for interior and exterior use.

Challenge! Integrally coloring self-leveling concrete toppings like our Param products requires Colorfast color packs. Contact a Duraamen representative to learn more.

Colors mixed with grey base on reverse side ➪